By Stacy M. Brown,
NNPA Senior National Correspondent
In the past, the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) – relied on
deeds to prove that land belonged to disaster victims before sending relief funds.
However, those guidelines proved to
deny aid to many African American applicants whose homes or land were inherited
informally without written wills.
But, as first reported by NBC News, the
rules quietly have changed.
As floodwaters and the after-effects of
Hurricane Ida ravaged Louisiana, Mississippi, and eventually wreaked havoc in the
northeast, FEMA officials announced that
there will be significant changes in how
they verify the ownership status of disaster relief applicants, noting that the objective in making the changes is to better
assist applicants whose property was inherited without a will.
“What we’re trying to do is make sure
that we understand each individual situation is unique and that we need not have a
one-size-fits-all approach,” FEMA Administrator Deanne Criswell told the news outlet.
“We’re going to continue to try to improve our program and make additional
changes. Some of them we can do right
away, like this. Some of them will require
some regulatory change,” she said. “But
we are really driving hard to make these
changes.”
African Americans, particularly those in
southern states, have routinely had difficulty proving property ownership.

Even without a damaging natural disaster, the Gullah Geechee community of St.
Helena Island told the Black Press last year
that they were fighting to protect their
lands and the legacy left by their ancestors, who toiled for lifetimes under the
brutal oppression of slavery.
Local tax officials held an auction of
some of the property on the island belonging to families, citing delinquent tax payments that have accumulated over the
years.
The descendants who have lived in the
Gullah Geechee community, which extends the coastal areas of North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida, possessed deeds but lacked titles to their
properties.
Many in the community discovered that
their ancestors left no wills and never possessed a title.
That was primarily because of oppressive laws.
The freed slaves were deprived of an
education and were at the mercy of White
men who sold the land for as little as
$1.25 per acre and never provided appropriate sale documentation.
“The heirs don’t have a title in their
names,” said Sará Reynolds Green, an activist, and farmer who raises produce on
the St. Helena plot of land passed down
throughout her family’s generations.
While FEMA’s new rules don’t necessarily apply to St. Helena, they should provide a more level playing field for African
Americans affected by hurricanes, tornadoes, earthquakes, and other disasters.

(Statepoint) The updates you make in fall
can prepare your home for the long winter
months ahead, helping you stay more comfortable all season while reducing your
energy bills and other expenditures. Here
are some home improvements to consider,
as well as tips and insights for making the
most of these upgrades:
• Select insulated siding: Did you know
that most wall insulation is placed only
between the studs? Since wall studs represent up to 25% of the wall surface of an
average home, that’s like having one side
of your home with no insulation at all!
• Improve windows and sliding glass doors:
New windows can make a substantial impact on your overall energy efficiency, if
you select wisely. To identify the most
energy-efficient windows for your home,
refer to the Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) climate zone map. For
each region, the agency provides recommended values for the two major characteristics that affect the energy efficiency
of vinyl windows: the U-Factor (which
measures the window’s insulating value)
and the Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (which
represents the amount of heat from the
sun that passes through the glass). Learn
the specs of any windows you’re interested in before making a purchase to ensure they’re a good fit for your region.
Wherever you live, make sure the windows and sliding patio doors have been
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independently tested to meet strict EPA
energy efficiency standards, and check to
see that the windows are ENERGY STAR
Certified. The ecoLite, Aspect, Endure and
Aeris lines from ProVia all offer comfort
and energy efficiency, as well as optional
upgrades that can help make an additional
dent in your energy bill or add aesthetic
appeal. Some lines come standard with
ComforTech Warm Edge Glazing, a hightech glass package that measurably improves thermal performance for less heat
loss, warmer glass temperatures and reduced interior condensation.
• Seek further savings: Did you know that
by installing energy efficient products, you
may be eligible to receive an energy tax
credit? When purchasing products for your
home, consider shopping with companies
that are clear about the status of their
products, as well as provide needed documentation certifying your eligibility.
• Pass it on: While you make energy-saving
updates to your home, consider checking
out free resources that can help your children understand why this matters. For
example, the “Sammy the Star” ENERGY
STAR Educational Program, found at
provia.com/energy-star, teaches children
about the importance of saving energy.
Energy savings and environmental protection go hand-in-hand. This fall, consider home upgrades that prioritize both.
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